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Welcome to Our
Independant Brand
Directory
It has never been more important

time to

support small independant businesses,
particularly with christmas coming up.

We have filled this directory with
amazing companies, offering a
whole host of diffrent services and
products that would make
wonderful gifts for your loved
ones.

Please support us and
these wonderful
businesses by promoting
the directory and
making the effort to
shop independantly this
christmas.

www.wearefep.co.uk
Instagram:

@wearefep

Nico Didonna
nicodidonna.com
Instagram

@nicodidonna

Our philosophy centers around garment
versisitlity, quality and craftmansship,
always pushing the boundries, invaribly
merging classic designs with a most
contamporary feel. Using the finest fabrics,
each collection is designed and produced
locally.

sarah hollebon
sarahhollebon.co.uk
Instagram

@sarah_hollebon

Sarah Hollebon is a rising British fashion
designer with a mission to open up the
conversation on social issues.
People’s real experiences and challenges,
are visually highlighted in each garment
produced. Each garment is handmade inhouse, offering either bespoke, custom
made, or limited editions.

Balsan

& Capel

balsonandcapel.com
Instagram

@balsanandcapel_

Providing garments that are a delicate balance
of comfortable casual wear and formal
tailoring, the pieces are adaptable hybrids,
making them easy to wear to a variety of
occasions and effortlessly interchangeable to
create uniquely styled outfits, to suit a modern
gentleman’s individual personality.

book dynasty
bookdynasty.com
Instagram

@book_dynasty

Diverse children's books that allow children to
see strong postivie reflections of themselves
and their surroundings

Furious Goose
Furiousgoose.co.uk
Instagram

@furiousgoose

Furious Goose make exuberant accessories
for rebellious followers of fashion who dare
to be different. We are proud to say that all
our luxury silk scarves, and designer pocket
squares are made in the UK. Based in
Brighton and London.

M-SEW
m-sew.com
Instagram

@msewofficial

M-SEW embodies "Island vibes with an urban
twist" and explores the contrast of island
and city life creating the island in the city
vibe. We strive for more environmental
friendly fashion practices and take special
attention to how our pieces impact the world
around us.

Planet warrior
planet-warrior.com
Instagram

@planet.warrior

Our Mission is to create fabulous, luxury
recycled clothing and products that you love,
while combating plastic waste. Our products
use plastic waste, eco-rubber and more.

jOSH BIRCH JONES
joshbirchjones.com
Instagram

@joshbirchjones

Josh Birch Jones also known as Josh is a luxury
womenswear brand that adopts a bespoke
approach to tailoring, and creating a timelessly
feminine aesthetic. At Josh, we believe that
simplicity and exquisite craftsmanship stand at
the heart of beauty and elegance. We want to
present women with classic, yet modern
functional pieces that will outlive any trend, and
that will be cherished for years...

aisling duffy
aislingduffy.co.uk
Instagram

@aislingduffystudio

I am an Art-Led Fashion Designer.
I run a small one person business from my
studio focusing on Print & Embellishment.
I design One-of-a-kind ind & Made-To-Order
handmade Collections & Drops.
I also create bespoke custom Hand-Painted
Pieces for special commissions.

Millia london
millialondon.com
Instagram

@millia.london

Millia London is a luxury eveningwear house
renowned for cascading ruffles in vibrant &
muted tones of tulles Showcasing hand
dyed ruffles refined silhouettes with a high
fashion aesthetic. Millia London seeks a
cohesive balance between classical couture,
modern sophistication, mastering in
faultless gowns.

kalikas armour
kalikasarmour.com
Instagram

@jatinkalikasarmour

Kalikas Armour is a luxurious British
fashion label specialising in high quality
conceptual design and bespoke, made to
measure pieces with a unique aesthetic.
With style, sophistication and
individuality at the core, anything is
possible, from statement cocktail
dresses, evening gowns and bridal wear
to razor sharp men’s tailoring.

radina radeva
radinaradeva.com
Instagram

@radinaradeva

We pride ourselves in being ethical – all our
items are handmade in London or made in
certified factories. The brand Radina Radeva
is focusing on products that are designed to
last and withstand the changes of trends
and tastes through time.

Neonimo Studio
Neonimo.co.uk
Instagram

@neonimostudio

Our philosophy centers around garment
versisitlity, quality and craftmansship, always
pushing the boundries, invaribly merging
classic designs with a most contamporary
feel. Using the finest fabrics, each collection
is designed and produced locally.

botivo
botivodrinks.com
Instagram

@botivodrinks

Botivo has zero alcohol, no flavourings, no
preservatives and nothing is pasteurised; for
us, it has always been important to preserve
the natural flavour profile and integrity of
well-picked, carefully treated and
meticulously paired ingredients. We are
committed to buying British where possible,
helping to reduce each bottles carbon
footprint.

Ivodia
ivodia.co.uk
Instagram

@ivodialondon

Ivodia defines a new style for women
everywhere. It is a poetic representation
that constant evolution powered by passion
and creativity can lead to something
exciting, opulent, and simply beautiful.
Ivodia’s high-quality lines are exclusive,
timeless, and always definitive.

DSK London
m-sew.com
Instagram

@msewofficial

In London by designer Nish Dhakal with the
idea of creating practical, comfortable
artwear. Our mission to greatness inspires a
unique reflection of our identities
Join us onour journey as we strive to push
the boundaries in fashion innovation.
DSK’s core represents the working world. We
bridge the gap between practicality, style
and design.

bias digital
biasdigital.com

Award-winning marketing and website agency
specialising in retail and ecommerce
businesses that are seeking rapid growth and
capitalisation of online channels for improved
revenue and website traffic.

one skin
oneskinforlife.com
Instagram:

@oneskinforlife

We believe in treating skin according to
lifestyle and not skin type. One skin is a
unique, cosmeceutical skincare brand which
delivers the fienest results using bioactive
ingredients in the industry.

Dandi
dandipatch.com
Instagram:

@dandi_London

Our disruptive sweat management products
enable confidence as we provide alternative
sweat management solutions for men and
women. At dandi® we enable the user to wear
the clothes and colours they would normally
avoid, including thin and sheer materials,
whilst offering a healthy alternative to antipersperants.

Designs by alexyi
www.alexyireneece.co.uk
Instagram:

@designsbyalexyi

Handmade and one-off designs to keep each
piece as unique as you.
• Headbands
• Flower Crowns
• Kids & Baby Wear

Shruggler
shruggler.com
Instagram:

@shruggler_london

Each of our pieces are handcrafted and
finished with special touches, making them
truly unique. Creating limited-volume
collections with vintage, sustainable or
recycled elements, Shruggler focuses on
modern classic silhouettes, beautiful longlasting designs with a sustainable approach
that honours what came before us.

